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Abstract 

Network security is an important concern in the Internet. Most network security efforts have focused on vulnerable end systems 

that are exploited by remote attacks through the network, on denial-of-service attacks that use the network to disable end-

systems, and on general information security. Until recently, the network infrastructure itself has not been a major concern for 

network security since it presented no practical attack target. Security issues in computer networks have focused on attacks on 

end systems and the control plane. An entirely new class of emerging network attacks aims at the data plane of the network. Data 

plane forwarding in network routers has traditionally been implemented with custom-logic hardware, but recent router designs 

increasingly use software-programmable network processors for packet forwarding. These general-purpose processing devices 

exhibit software vulnerabilities and are susceptible to attacks.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NETWORK security is an important concern in the Internet. Until recently, the network infrastructure itself has not been a major 

concern for network security since it presented no practical attack target. However, the technology used to implement network 

routers has changed in recent years and new vulnerabilities are emerging. In the past, high-performance network routers have 

used application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)[1] to implement packet forwarding functions. Over the last few years, 

however, the performance of general-purpose multicore processors (e.g., network processors or high-ends server processors) has 

reached a level where high traffic forwarding rates can be achieved. 

Routers based on ASICs represented no practical attack target since their functionality could not be changed except by 

replacing actual hardware. In contrast, routers based on general-purpose processors that run software to implement packet 

processing functions exhibit the same kind of vulnerabilities that have been observed and exploited in conventional end-systems 

and embedded systems attackers can attempt to crash the system, change its operation, extract information, etc 

Vulnerabilities in the network infrastructure itself are particularly problematic. First, routers are shared infrastructure and 

outages can affect a large number of users. Second, some routers at the core of the network are connected to links with extremely 

high data rates (e.g., 40 Gigabits per second).If an attacker can modify the behavior of a router to send out malicious traffic, 

devastating denial-of-service attacks can be launched using only one or a handful of vulnerable systems. 

In our work, based on the base paper , we demonstrate how benign protocol processing code (in our case, the insertion of a 

protocol header) that contains an implementation vulnerability can be exploited by a single data packet and trigger a denial-of 

service that consumes the entire outgoing link bandwidth of a router. The attack is based on a stack smashing attack that is 

triggered by a data packet with a mal form User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header. The effect of the attack is the execution of 

arbitrary code (e.g., an infinite retransmission loop) or a system crash.  

Overall, our paper presents a comprehensive study of this new class of data plane attacks and potential defense mechanisms. 

Our specific contributions are: 

 Discussion of data plane attacks and their emergence due to the use of programmable packet processors in network routers. 

 Demonstration (and thus proof of existence) of data plane attacks triggered by a single data packet on two different 

prototype systems. 

 Design of a defense mechanism based on a hardware monitoring and recovery system and evaluation of its performance on a 

prototype system. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Programmability in the data plane of routers is widely used and many modern routers use programmable packet processors[1] to 

implement protocol processing. Routers that use software for packet processing include workstation based routers[4], [5], 

programmable routers [6], and virtualized router platforms [7]. High-performance router systems use multicore packet processors 

(so-called “network processors”)  
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Addressing the problem of vulnerabilities in routers is also important in the context of research on the design of the future 

Internet. The use of programmable packet processors is at the core of many future Internet designs (e.g., network virtualization 

[7].) 

The vast majority of security issues in networking are related to end systems and protocols. One example is large scale 

distributed denial-of-service attacks, which are generated by botnets. Widely deployed intrusion prevention systems including 

firewalls and deep packet inspection, are trying to control end-system intrusion and thus to limit the access to platforms from 

which attacks can be launched. Secure protocols (e.g., IPsec) are used to provide basic information security, including 

authentication and privacy. 

III. VULNERABILITIES AND ATTACKS IN NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE  

The Internet has served as a vehicle for many attacks where malicious users have gained unauthorized access to end-systems for 

the purpose of hacking, espionage, etc. In addition to such attacks that target access to data on end systems, there are also denial 

of-service attacks that aim to make end-systems temporarily inaccessible. While attacks on end systems are often highly visible 

due to news media attention, there are also several other types of attacks on other components of the network. The control plane 

of the network, where routing information and other control information is exchanged, is a target of attacks that aim to disrupt 

the correct operation of the network (e.g., by stealthily redirecting traffic to malicious end-systems). In the data plane of the 

network, where the actual network traffic is transmitted between end-systems and routers, attackers may aim to eavesdrop on or 

intercept communications. It is here a new type of attack that can lead to denial-of-service is emerging. 

Since attacks on the data plane of networks hinge on the presence of programmable packet processing systems in routers, they 

provide a brief overview of commercial router products. Also, they show that programmable packet processors are indeed widely 

used in the Internet. Thus, these routers present the potential for the types of attacks.  They are describing that the technology 

that is the basis for these attacks (i.e., programmable packet processors) is commonly used. 

The basic security requirements for a router are twofold:1) Normal (i.e., benign) network traffic should be processed according 

to network protocol specifications; 2) Malicious network traffic should not have a negative effect on the router (and can be 

discarded). 

The infrastructure attacks here on the ability of an attacker to change the behavior of the packet processor (i.e., change in 

control flow or instruction memory) or its data (i.e., change in data memory). If it can be ensured that the operation of the router 

does not change from what it originally was programmed to do, then an attack is not possible. 

An attacker can violate security requirement 1) by changing the operation of the router. 2) and thus avoid a change in router 

caused by attack traffic. 

In this paper, following attacker capabilities. An attacker can: 

 Send packets (control or data) to the packet 

 Processor, possibly triggering abnormal behavior. 

 Gain remote access to the system and change the data memory, the instruction memory of the processor, log files, or extract 

and modify secret keys. 

 Launch Denial-of-service attacks by sending massive traffic or by directly disabling links. 

 Use reprogramming interfaces to control the entries outer. 

IV. DATA PLANE ATTACK EXAMPLE 

A cleverly crafted packet may be able to exploit software vulnerabilities (e.g., stack smashing attack) and change the operation of 

the packet processor. A simple change in the software could lead to an infinite loop where the same packet is transmitted 

repeatedly. Such an approach is particularly effective and damaging since the attack originates from within the network, where 

the compromised system may have access to links with tens of Gigabits per second bandwidth. 

In this case, the incoming packet changes the control flow of the routing and redirects it to malicious code that resides inside 

the payload of the attack packet .For all other packets, the correct processing is performed by the router. 

The specific exploit attack is an integer vulnerability. Certain integer arithmetic operations, depending on the conditions, can 

result to unexpected outcome. Sign errors, truncation errors, integer overflows or under flow scan occur, which, if not taken into 

account before the program execution, can lead to programs with unexpected behavior and security flaws. 

Our attack is based on a vulnerability caused by an integer overflow. As we know, integers can represent values within a given 

range. For example, the integer type “unsigned short” ranges from 0 to 65,535. When a variable declared as short integer exceeds 

the upper limit, the assigned value wraps around zero in order to stay within the allowed limits. If the programmer does not 

anticipate this behavior, and the remaining of the program reuses that value at some point, potentially harmful things can happen. 

The following example code contains an integer overflow vulnerability: 

 unsigned short sum; 

 unsigned short one = 65532; 

 unsigned short two = 8; 

 sum= one +two; 
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The value assigned to the variable sum is not 65,540, as one would expect, but four due to the limited amount of   memory 

space that is assigned  to it. 

  Routers perform a variety of protocol processing operations, ranging from simple IP forwarding to more advanced functions 

that include IPsec termination, intrusion detection, tunneling, etc. For this attack example, the protocol processing operation 

consists of adding a header to a packet. This operation in the context of the congestion management (CM) protocol to be 

concrete, but it is important to note that the vulnerability can apply to a much broader range of protocol operations that add 

packet headers. 

The CM protocol uses a custom protocol header that is inserted between the IP header and the UDP header.  For the discussion 

of attack, the detailed operation of the CM protocol and its header format is irrelevant. The important aspect is that CM adds a 

header in a packet.  
The processing steps associated with the header insertion by the CM protocol are: 

1) Parse headers to identify header boundary between IP and UDP. 

2) Shift the UDP header (and higher layer headers and payload) to the right to make room for the CM header. 

3) Insert CM header in packet.  

The vulnerability does not exhibit problematic behavior for most “normal” packets that are short enough to accommodate the 

12-byte CM header within the maximum IP packet length. An attacker, on the other hand, can send a long UDP packet that 

triggers an overflow. If an attacker chooses to send a regular, oversized packet (larger than MAX_PKT), the size check will fail. 

However, if an attacker sends a packet with a malformed UDP length field (for example, with the16-bit value 0xfffc (65,532 in 

decimal)), then the code performs incorrectly: 

1) 1.CM_hdr_size + UDP_length = 12 + 65532 = 8(incorrect due to integer overflow), 

2) 2. CM_hdr_size + UDP_length < MAX_PKT (even though it is not), and   

3) 3. Sixty five thousand five hundred and thirty two bytes are copied into the new_pkt_buf, which can only accommodate 

1,484   bytes. 

Due to the malformed UDP total length field of the incoming packet, the processing of the protocol code leads to unexpected 

program behavior. A large amount of data ends up being copied into a buffer that was not designed to handle more than the 

maximum datagram size. The result is the notorious buffer overflow attack, which will over write the processor’s stack.  

The original incoming packet residing in the bottom of the stack, as part of the main function. The last few bytes of the 

original packet correspond to the payload and contain the attack code, which the attacker has devised. Once the function 

generate_CM_header starts processing the incoming packet with the malformed UDP length field, the new packet buffer will 

overflow and start rewriting the local variables of the current frame, continue with the stack pointer and finally overwrite the 

return address of the current frame as well. Originally, the program should have jumped back to the calling function after 

finishing with the CM header generation, but when the return address is overwritten, the program will jump to whichever address 

the attacker has chosen! Of course, the attacker chooses to overwrite the return address with the stack memory address where the 

attack code begins. Thereby, the attacker can make the program jump to malicious code that is carried inside the packet payload. 

In this attack, insert a few instructions of assembly code into the payload, which repeatedly broadcast the same attack packet in 

an infinite loop. A single attack packet of this type triggers a denial-of-service attack that jams the routers outgoing link at full 

data rate. While our attack is used for launching a denial-of-service attack, it should be noted that an attacker could choose to run 

attack code with other purposes.  

V. DEFENCE MECHANISMS AGAINST DATA PLANE ATTACKS  

The main idea behind secure packet processor is to integrate monitoring functionality into the hardware of the packet processing 

system. When an attacker attempts to hack into the software-programmable processor cores of the   system, they may succeed in 

changing the processing behavior of the system. However, the monitoring systems in the packet processor can detect this change 

and trigger   a response (i.e., packet drop and system recovery). Since monitoring components are embedded in the system 

hardware, it is difficult for a hacker to attack both the processor and the (hard to access) monitors at the same time. Thus, this 

approach by design provides more security than a conventional general-purpose processing system. 

In this work, they design a protection mechanism that can be implemented in hardware and co located with a packet processor 

and thus is suitable for embedded processing   systems. Using hardware ensures that the performance impact on packet 

processing is minimal. Also, using a hardware defense that is not (or not easily) accessible to an attacker can ensure that the 

protection mechanism cannot be not tampered with. 

The main idea behind secure packet processor is to integrate monitoring functionality into the hardware of the packet 

processing system. When an attacker attempts to hack into the software-programmable processor cores of the system, they may 

succeed in changing the processing behavior of the system. However, the monitoring systems in the packet processor can detect 

this change and trigger a response (i.e., packet drop and system recovery). Since monitoring components are embedded in the 

system hardware, it is difficult for a hacker to attack both the processor and the (hard to access) monitors at the same time. Thus, 

this approach by design provides more security than a conventional general-purpose processing system.  

There are several important challenges that need to be met when using hardware monitors in a processing system: 

 Correct detection: The monitoring system needs to be able to correctly identify intrusion attacks. Our system achieves 

this by checking for any deviation from the    known correct operation of the packet processor. 
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 Fast detection: When intrusion occurs, it is important to detect it quickly to reduce its potential impact. Our system can 

detect (and recover   from)   deviations in processing operations within only four processing cycles. 

 Low overhead: The resource requirements for a monitor should be small to limit the impact of monitoring on system 

cost. This monitoring system only requires single-digit percent additional hardware sources compared to a conventional 

packet processor implementation. 

We observed the following to prevent data plane attack as per the suggestions of CISCO 

Accessocontrol lists 
Access control lists (ACLs) perform packet filtering to control which packets move through the 

Network and where. 

Antispoofing ACLs can be used as an antispoofing mechanism that discards traffic that has an invalid source Address. 

 ACLs 

ACLs are used to secure the data plane in a variety of ways, including the following: 
Block unwanted 

Traffic or users 

ACLs can filter incoming or outgoing packets on an interface, controlling access based on    source   addresses, 

destination addresses, or user authentication. 

Reduce the chance 

of DoS attacks 

ACLs can be used to specify whether traffic from hosts, networks, or users can access 

The network. The TCP intercept feature can also be configured to prevent servers from 

Being flooded with requests for a connection. 

Mitigate spoofing 

attacks 

ACLs enable security practitioners to implement recommended practices to mitigate 

Spoofing attacks. 

Provide bandwidth 

control 
ACLs on a slow link can prevent excess traffic. 

Classify traffic to 

protect other planes 

ACLs can be applied on lines (management plane). 

ACLs can control routing updates being sent, received, or redistributed (control plane). 

 Antispoofing 

Implementing the IETF best current practice 38 (BCP38) and RFC 2827 ingress traffic filtering renders the use of invalid source 

IP addresses ineffective, forcing attacks to be initiated from valid, reachable IP addresses which could be traced to the originator 

of an attack. 

Features such as Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (uRPF) can be used to complement the antispoofing strategy. 

 Layer 2 Data Plane Protection 

The following are Layer 2 security tools integrated into the Cisco Catalyst switches: 
Port security Prevents MAC address spoofing and MAC address flooding attacks 

DHCP snooping Prevents client attacks on the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server and switch 

Dynamic ARP 

inspection (DAI) 

Adds security to ARP by using the DHCP snooping table to minimize the impact of 

ARP poisoning and spoofing attacks 

IP source guard Prevents IP spoofing addresses by using the DHCP snooping table 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we describe a novel type of network attack. The attack exploits vulnerabilities in the packet processing systems of 

modern routers. Also shows how integer vulnerabilities in the implementation of a common protocol processing operation can be 

used to execute arbitrary attack code. Attack can be used to launch devastating denial-of-service attacks in the core of the 

network. Also describes defense mechanisms do exist, but they are not currently deployed in the network. Also present the 

design and prototype implementation of a secure packet processor that is equipped with a monitoring system that can detect such 

attacks. The monitoring system compares the operation of the processor cores to the expected behavior that is obtained from 

analyzing the packet processing binary. A    monitor continuously checks the validity of processor operations and triggers a 

recovery mechanism when deviations from expected behavior are detected. 
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